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Overview
The addition of Tanium Trends™ (Trends) to your Tanium deployment gives you visibility
into the history of key pieces of information about your enterprise IT estate, coordination
with real-time status for those same indicators, and the ability to close the loop by
deploying necessary action on any endpoint—all without leaving your Tanium Console
session.

Features
The Trends solution makes it easy for you to:
l

Collect data and present impactful visualizations of historical counts for numerous
key pieces of information related to hardware and software inventory, resource
utilization, operational hygiene, and endpoint security posture.

l

Create organized collections of Trend Boards and visualization Panels.

l

Customize the chart type, date or date range, color scheme, and text for each Panel.

l

l
l

l

l

l

Harmonize the result strings returned by Sensors so that uniform measurements and
units are presented in graphs.
Bucket disparate numeric results into a suitable number of data ranges.
Set data condition thresholds that trigger visual status indicators (for example, red,
yellow, or green Panel backgrounds).
Publish Trend Boards to a standalone HTML file that can be distributed to
stakeholders or published on an internal web server.
Navigate from historical trends to current, real-time status for the same key Question,
returned in the familiar results grid, where you can use the Merge and Drill-Down
features to examine the details.
Open the Question in Tanium Interact™ so that you can deploy actions and schedule
them as necessary.

Limitations
Trends is designed to enable insights based on historical data but to keep the amount of
data retained over time small and manageable. This data model has the following
limitations:
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l

l

l

l

Trends stores 1 day counts. It is designed to track a single answer from an endpoint
per day, not multiple answers.
Trends stores counts for only the 1,000 most common result rows per Data Source
per day. A result row aggregates results with matching strings or numbers, so
tracking the top 1,000 occurrences affords sufficient visibility into the items you want
to track in most cases.
Trends stores aggregate counts. It is not designed to drill down to past point-in-time
data on specific endpoints, although it is possible to drill down on the current data
set. For example, you cannot use Trends to see what OS patch a specific computer
was running on a specific date in the past. Instead, you can use Trends to drill down
from the insights afforded by the aggregate counts to the most recent results about
OS patches, and from recent results, you can drill down to results for specific
computers.
Trends stores only data that was mined by the Tanium Client. It is not designed to be
a big data warehouse for heterogeneous data sources.

About Trends data
Learn about how Tanium data is collected in Trends so that the visualization panels you
design have the significance you expect.

Types of Sensors
Trends data are counts of the answers returned when Sensors are run on the Tanium
Client. Most—but not all—Sensors return results that can be meaningfully counted. For
example, the Question Get Running Applications from all machines returns counts of
the application versions found in running processes on enterprise endpoints.
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Figure 1: Results grid counts
IMPORTANT: A Trends Question can poll only one Sensor. It can be a single column
Sensor, a multicolumn Sensor, or a parameterized Sensor, but the Question can ask
for results from only one Sensor.
Avoid basing Trends reports on Sensors that return unique strings, like Computer Name or
IP address. There is little value in aggregate counts of these answers.

Figure 2: Sensors that return unique strings do not trend well
Sensors that return unique numeric counts are okay. Numeric results can be bucketed into
numeric ranges and counted. For example, the results for Get Disk Space Free from all
machines includes a wide range of unique counts and may even include a wide range of
data units. When you configure data settings in a Trends Panel, you can set post-collection
data transformation options to extract data and harmonize the result strings and to bucket
numeric results into value ranges.
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Figure 3: Sensors that return unique numeric counts are okay
Tip: Before you create a Trends Data Source configuration for a key indicator you
want to track, use Interact to ask the Question and review the Sensor result strings.
Evaluate whether the Sensor result strings can be meaningfully counted and whether
Question filters or post-collection data extraction or bucketing of numeric result
strings is called for.

CAUTION: If you modify a Sensor that is used in Trends, it may affect the meaning of
Trends graphs. Be careful to examine the changes to Sensors in content packs and
solution modules before you import them. If the data collected is substantially
different, we recommend you create a new Trends Data Source and corresponding
Trend Board and/or Panel.

How Trends data is collected
A Saved Question configured in a Trends Data Source is issued every five hours. The
frequency is designed to get responses from machines that may be offline sometimes
during a one day period but are online at one of the times the Saved Question is issued.
For each Data Source, Trends uses Tanium Connect™ (Connect) to run a data-gathering
connection once a day. The Saved Question is issued one more time as a function of the
Connect job. The top 1,000 result rows are stored in an Elasticsearch data store on the
Module Server host computer.
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Trends sets the schedule for the Connect connections with randomness to avoid traffic
spikes. If the Connect job is scheduled to run at an inopportune time, you can reschedule
it. However, it is better to keep to a routine schedule to avoid unseasonal comparisons. The
data becomes more insightful when you measure load every day at noon, for example, and
not some days at noon and some days at midnight.
Results are reported in Trends as aggregate 1 day counts based on timestamps of the
collected data. The time and date clock is based on the Module Server host computer UTC
time (not the local time zone adjusted time). A Panel configured to show Chassis Type on
December 31 includes the counts of the responses collected by the associated Connect
connection job that ran on December 31 UTC time.
Note: The Trends Connect job is scheduled to run once a day. It is also possible to
run the job on demand. If the data is collected more than once a day, the daily count
is resolved to the last data collected that day. To avoid unseasonal comparisons, we
recommend you keep to the routine schedule and not run the connection on
demand unless there is good reason to do so, such as the scheduled connection
fails.

Answers from online and offline machines
The Tanium Client is deployed to a broad spectrum of enterprise assets, including
infrastructure servers, employee workstations, and employee laptops. In the examples
below, machines M01 to M04 are infrastructure servers that are almost always online;
machines M05 to M10 are employee workstations or laptops that may be online or offline
according to employee schedules and habits.
When the Tanium Server issues a Saved Question, a machine that is online sends its
"current" response to the Question; if the machine is offline, the Tanium Server may have a
"recent" value for it. The Tanium Server tallies counts for both types of answers.
In Trends, online/current and offline/recent relate back to the time the Connect job was
run. In the following example, the Connect job for machines requiring reboot is run at 9:00
UTC, and the data for "online only" and "online and recent" are tallied at that point in time.
Note that the time of day a Connect job is scheduled to run may have an impact on the
count recorded, depending on business practices such as maintenance operations. For
example, suppose the Connect job were run at 2:00 UTC, and that 2:00 UTC is during a daily
maintenance window where maintenance processes might put more machines in a state
requiring reboot. The counts would routinely be higher.
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Figure 4: Online/offline counts for a yes/no Saved Question
In the next example, the Connect job for "free disk space" is run at 23:30 UTC. The results
are numeric, but are tallied no differently from the Boolean string results in the previous
example. The results reported are not sums or averages of the multiple polls. The
online/current and offline/recent counts reported relate back to the time the Connect job
was run. In this case, the data collected at 23:30 UTC.
Numeric results can be bucketed into ranges. Note that it is possible for a result to fall into
different buckets over the course of a day, or when tallying "only online" and "online and
recent" counts.
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Figure 5: Online/offline counts for a numeric Saved Question

About the Trends configuration
Trends configuration involves the following objects:
Gallery
We recommend you import the Gallery to get started with Trends. The Gallery is a
collection of Trend Boards, Panels, and associated Data Sources. It is designed by
subject matter experts to give you a starting place to explore how a variety of types of
Tanium Questions can be used to identify trends in resource utilization, operational
hygiene, and endpoint security posture.
Data Source
A Data Source is a configuration that specifies the Question being tracked with
Trends. The Data Source configuration sets up the Saved Question and associated
Tanium Connect connection. You do not directly configure the Saved Question or
Connect connection used by Trends. When creating the Trends objects to track a new
piece of information, you create the Data Source before you create the Panel that
references it.
Board
A Trend Board is an organizer for a collection of Panels. A Trend Board can have
multiple sections and each section can contain multiple Panels. The configuration
consists of displayed titles and text and the selection of member Panels.
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Panel
A single Panel contains a single visualization based on a single Data Source. You can
customize the chart type, date or date range, color scheme, and more.
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Getting started
1. Import the Trends solution module.
2. Import the Gallery of predefined Data Sources and Trend Boards.
3. Customize the Panels in the Gallery.
4. Create your own Data Sources.
5. Create your own Trend Boards and Panels.
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Requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Tanium Trends™ (Trends).

Tanium dependencies
Component

Requirement

Platform

7.0.314.6085 or later

Tanium Connect

Connect 4.0.0.116 or later

Tanium Client

6.0.314.1540 or later recommended

Tanium Content

The Trends Gallery uses Sensors that are included in the Initial
Content, Managed Applications, and Windows Security Patch
Management content packs. If this content is not present when
you import the gallery, the corresponding Trends Data Sources,
Boards, and Panels are not created.

License

Core platform entitlement. Contact your Tanium Technical
Account Manager (TAM) if Trends does not appear on the
Tanium Console solutions page.

Platform host computer resources
Trends is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact
on Module Server host computer sizing is minimal and depends on usage. Consult with
your TAM for details.

Third-party software
Trends uses the Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE). In the Trends installation workflow,
you upload the Server JRE package and the Server JRE is used by the Module Server (in
contrast with the Tanium Comply endpoint deployment workflow, in which you upload
either the standard JRE or the Server JRE and that JRE package is distributed to
endpoints). Version 8u131 is the latest Server JRE package from the Oracle downloads site.
Be sure to download the file that is compatible with your Module Server host operating
system. On Windows, the Module Server uses the file named server-jre-8u131-windowsx64.tar.gz. If it is not already installed on the Module Server host computer, Trends
prompts you to upload it the first time you navigate to Trends.
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Tip: Make sure the Tanium Client is installed on the Tanium Module Server so you
can use Tanium to monitor the Server JRE version and update it as necessary.

Host and network security requirements
This section lists requirements Trends may have in addition to those for the basic Tanium
core platform components.

Ports
Trends uses Tanium Connect connections to write the results of Saved Questions to an
Elasticsearch data store installed on the Tanium Module Server host computer. This
connection uses the loopback IP address (127.0.0.1) and port 9200. You do not need to
configure host or network security rules for this traffic.
To export Trend Boards, Trends initiates a TCP connection from the Module Server to
Tanium Server port 443. In most cases, your deployment has already been set up to allow
this traffic flow to support Tanium platform requirements.

Host system security exclusions
If the Tanium Module Server is deployed in an environment that has security software to
monitor and block unknown host system processes, your security administrator must
create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference.

Administrator account
You do not have to provision a service account to run Trends. Both the Trends and
Elasticsearch services run in the context of the Local Administrator on the host computer
for the Module Server.

Tanium Console User Role requirements
In 7.0, Tanium Console system user roles grant the following privileges in Trends.
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Table 1: 7.0 system roles
User Role

Privileges

Administrator

Install and uninstall Trends; update the JRE; import/export
the Gallery and Trend Board configuration files; view, create,
modify, and delete Data Sources; view, create, modify, and
delete Trend Boards and Panels; change the Show
Publication Settings Link setting and publish Trend Boards;
view the recent results grid; create troubleshooting
packages.

Content Administrator

Same as Administrator except cannot install or uninstall
Trends; cannot update the JRE; cannot edit or delete Data
Sources; cannot view the recent results grid; can publish, but
cannot change the Show Publication Settings Link setting.

Action Approver, Action Author, Action
User, Action/Sensor Author, Question
Author, Sensor Author

Import the Gallery; view, create, modify, and delete Trend
Boards and Panels.

Can create but not modify, disable, or delete Data Source
configurations.
Cannot view the most recent results grid.
Can publish, but cannot change the Show Publication
Settings Link setting.
Can create troubleshooting packages.
Note these roles cannot navigate to Connect to review
connections. Connect requires a minimum Content
Administrator role to use the Connect workbench.
On the Saved Questions page, these roles cannot view
the Saved Question configurations created by others.

Read Only User

Only view Data Sources, Trend Boards, and Panels. Can
preview changes to Panel settings, but cannot save the
Panel view. Cannot view the recent results grid. Cannot
publish Trend Boards. Can create troubleshooting packages.

Tanium Console User Group Rights
The user account that creates Trends Data Source configuration objects, including the
configuration imported with the Gallery, is associated with the Trends Saved Questions that
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are issued periodically. In order to get results from the full estate of client machines, the
Group Rights for this user must include All Computers.
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Installing Trends
When you import Trends, the Tanium Console:
l
l

l

Creates the Trends workbench.
Installs Elasticsearch and starts the Elasticsearch service. The service is configured to
be started manually. It is controlled by the Trends service.
Starts the Trends service. The service is configured to start automatically.

Before you begin
l

Read the release notes.

l

Import Tanium Connect and verify that it is working as expected.

l

Download the Server JRE package and copy it to a location you can access from your
web browser when you use the Tanium Console.

Import Trends
1. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
2. Click the navigation menu icon

and then select Tanium Solutions.

3. Under Trends, click the Import button.
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4. Review the manifest of import objects and click Proceed with Import.

5. When prompted to confirm, enter your password.
Next, upload the Server JRE package.

Upload the Server JRE package
Before you get started with Trends, you must upload the Server JRE package.
1. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
2. Click the navigation menu icon

and then select Trends.

3. When prompted, select the Server JRE package file.

When the upload has completed, the Trends home page is displayed.
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Next, import the Gallery.

Upgrade Trends
Tanium may periodically update the Trends solution. If an upgrade is available, the Trends
entry on the Solutions page includes an Upgrade button. Follow the Documentation link
and read the release notes before you upgrade.

Figure 6: Upgrade link
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Working with the Gallery
The Gallery is a collection of Trend Boards, Panels, and related Data Sources. It is designed
by subject matter experts to give you a starting place to explore how a variety of types of
Tanium Questions can be used to identify trends in resource utilization, operational
hygiene, and endpoint security posture.
We recommend you import the Gallery and review the initial Trend Boards, Panels, and
Data Sources to get a sense of what you can do with Trends.

Import the Gallery
When you import the Gallery, the import script creates:
l

Trends Data Sources (including Saved Questions and Connections)

l

Trend Boards

l

Panels

The Saved Questions are issued immediately, and the Connections are initiated. It takes a
little longer than ten minutes before the Trend Boards and Panels show data.

Before you begin
l

l

Import the Initial Content, Managed Applications, and Windows Security Patch
Management content packs if you have not done so already. If this content is not
present when you import the Gallery, the corresponding Trends Data Sources,
Boards, and Panels are not created.
The user that imports the Gallery is the "owner" of the Saved Questions and Connect
connections that are created.

Import the Gallery
1. Click the navigation menu icon
page.
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2. Click New Trend Board and then select Import from Gallery.

3. In the Trend Boards Available to Import selection box, browse and select Trend
Boards and Panels to import. If you select none, all are imported by default. If you
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select one or more, only your selections are imported.
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4. Click Preview Import to display the Confirm Import dialog box.

5. Click Import.
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6. Review the results of the import operation.

7. Click OK to dismiss the dialog box.
It takes about ten minutes for the initial data to be collected and presented in the Panels.
After the initial data appears, review the Trend Boards and Panels to get a sense of what
you can do with Trends. You might want to make modifications to titles, text descriptions,
dates, and so on.

Modify Trend Board settings
Trend Boards are organizers for Panel visualizations. The Gallery includes multiple Trend
Boards, and some of those include multiple sections. You can modify the names and
descriptions that appear in the layout, and you can add, delete, and reorder sections.
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Edit the Trend Board name and description
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to modify
to navigate to its page.
2. Move the cursor to the Trend Board header and click the pencil icon
Trend Board name.

near the

3. Edit the name and description.
4. Save your updates.

Edit section text
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to modify
to navigate to its page.
2. Scroll to the section you want to modify.
3. Move the cursor to the section header and click the pencil icon
name.

near the section

4. Edit the name and description.
5. Save your updates.

Delete a section
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to modify
to navigate to its page.
2. Scroll to the section you want to delete.
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3. Move the cursor to the section header and click the delete icon
name.

near the section

4. Confirm that you want to delete the section.

Add a section
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to modify
to navigate to its page.
2. Click the + icon at the bottom of the Trend Board.

3. Enter a name and description.
4. Click Add.

Reorder sections
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of a Trend Board you want to modify to
navigate to its page.
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2. Move the cursor to the Trend Board header and click Reorder Sections.

3. Drag the section blocks into your preferred order.

4. Save your changes.

Reorder Panels
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to modify
to navigate to its page.
2. Scroll to the section that has the Panels you want to reorder.
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3. Move the cursor to the section header and click Reorder Panels.

4. Drag the Panel blocks into your preferred order.

5. Save your changes.
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Delete a Panel
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to modify
to navigate to its page.
2. Scroll to the Panel you want to delete.
3. Move the cursor to the top right corner of the Panel and click the delete icon

.

4. Confirm that you want to delete the Panel.

Delete a Trend Board
1. From the Trends home page, scroll to name of the Trend Board you want to delete.
2. Move the cursor to the top right of the Trend Board block and click the delete icon
.
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3. Confirm that you want to delete the Trend Board.

Modify Panel settings
Clicking a Panel enables you to customize its settings. The following figure highlights the
user interface tools you use to make changes. The customizable settings are described in
detail in the sections that follow.

Figure 7: Modify Panel settings
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(1) Select a date.
(2) Open Panel Settings and configure graph options, such as chart type, data settings, and
panel formatting.
(3) Issue the Question now and view the results grid to see real-time status.
(4) Click Save View to save the design or Revert to Saved View to discard your changes.
(5) Select results items to appear in the graph and customize item color.

Select a chart type
1. Click the expand icon

to open the Panel Settings.

2. Under Graph Options, select a chart type that is suitable for the time range and type
of data:

l

Pie charts
The pie chart is a single-day graph. It is suitable when you want to see or
compare shares of a whole—for example, the percent of machines that run
specific OS versions or application versions.
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l

Bar charts
The bar chart is a single-day graph. It is suitable when you want to compare two
or more results—for example, Chrome browser versions. In contrast to pie
charts, the parts of a bar chart do not necessarily add up to a whole.
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l

Stacked area charts
The stacked area chart is a historical graph. It is suitable when you track
changes over time. Mouse over the graph to display an infotip with the counts
for each result.

3. Apply your changes.
4. Save the Panel.

Set other graph options
Under Graph Options, additional options can be set if they are applicable to the selected
chart type:
l

l

Field
Multicolumn Sensors return multiple fields, but only one field can appear in the
graph. Select the field to appear in the graph.
Number of items to display
Specify a maximum number of items to graph.
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l

l

Sort order
For one day charts, specify whether to order results by field or count; ascending or
descending order.
Axis label font size
You can change the font size for historical graphs and bar charts.

Select a date or date range
Select a date for one day charts or a date range for historical charts.
ONE DAY CHARTS

For one day charts, specify whether to include Online clients only or Online and most
recent offline. The online/offline status relates back to the time the Connect job was run,
not the present time.

Select one of the following date options:
l

l
l

l

l

l

Latest—Results from the latest Connect job associated with the Data Source. The
user interface shows the date that job was run.
Yesterday—Results from the Connect job completed the previous day (UTC time).
This day last week—Results from the Connect job completed one week ago (UTC
time).
This day last month—Results from the Connect job completed one month ago (UTC
time).
This day last quarter—Results from the Connect job completed three months ago
(UTC time).
Custom—Use a datepicker to select a day. Click the day you want to view to display it.

You can also use the date scrubber below the graph to select the day.
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Figure 8: Date scrubber for single day
HISTORICAL GRAPHS

When the historical graph chart type is selected, you specify one of the following date
range options:
l

Latest Data—Results from the latest Connect job.

l

This week—Daily results beginning with last Sunday through the present day.

l

Last 7 days—Last 7 daily results, including the present day.

l

Last 30 days—Last 30 daily results, including the present day.

l

This month—Daily results beginning with the first of the month through the present
day.
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l

l

l

This quarter—Daily results for a quarter beginning 1/1, 4/1, 7/1 or 10/1, through the
present day.
Last quarter—Daily results for the previous completed quarter. A quarter is 1/1 to
3/31, 4/1 to 6/30, 7/1 to 9/30, or 10/1 to 12/31.
Custom—Use a datepicker to select the beginning and ending dates of a range.

You can also use the date scrubber below the graph to set the beginning and ending dates
of a range.

Figure 9: Date scrubber for date range
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Select items and set item colors
The items list has a count of the number of rows that can be plotted. A row aggregates
results with matching strings or numbers.
You can select and deselect items that are plotted on the graph. You can also customize
item color settings.

Figure 10: Item list

Configure data settings
The Sensor result strings returned by clients sometimes varies across platforms. For
example, the results for Get Disk Space Free from all machines includes a wide range
of unique counts and may even include a wide range of data units.
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Figure 11: Measurements and units returned by Sensors sometimes varies
When you configure data settings in a Trends Panel, you can set options to harmonize the
measurements and units found in result strings and to bucket numeric results into value
ranges.
To configure data settings:
1. Click the expand icon

to open the Panel Settings.
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2. Under Data Settings:
l Click Extract Numbers and, from the Change number to drop-down list, select
a unit standard unit to harmonize result strings.
l

l

Select Bucket data and, in the text box, specify a maximum number of ranges
to use.
Click None to turn off data extraction and bucketing.

3. Apply your changes.
The Item list is redisplayed to reflect your changes.
4. Click the expand icon

to close the Panel Settings.

5. Save the Panel.

Configure condition indicators
You can configure rules that trigger visual changes to a Panel when results meet thresholds
you specify. This enables viewers to instantly identify issues that warrant attention.
The following figure shows the two visual indicators that a threshold condition has been
met.

Figure 12: Condition indicators
The rules you configure for conditions are based on results for the Field selected under
Graph Options. The rule list is evaluated in order. The first rule to match is applied. It is
therefore important to order them in descending order of the threshold value. In the
following example, the "red" indicator is triggered when the count of computers requiring
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critical severity patches exceeds 10; the "yellow" indicator is triggered when the count
exceeds 5; so the rule with the higher threshold must be listed first. If the lower threshold
were listed first, evaluation would always terminate with it before the rule with the higher
threshold can be evaluated.

Figure 13: Order in rule evaluation
To configure conditions:
1. Click the expand icon

to open the Panel Settings.

2. Under Panel Formatting:
l (Optional) Click the Default Panel Color square to display a color picker if you
want to change the default background color.
l

Configure rules that set the background to a new color when the specified
thresholds are reached.

3. Apply your changes.
4. Click the expand icon

to close the Panel Settings.

5. Save the Panel.
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View the most recent results
The insight from the historical visualizations often leads to follow-up inquires and might
warrant immediate action.
The bottom of each Panel has a link to view the most recent results for the Saved Question.

Figure 14: Link to recent results
Trends issues the Saved Question and displays the familiar results grid within the Panel. If
you notice computers that require follow-up, click the Go to Interact link to open the
Question in the Interact.
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Figure 15: Go to Interact link
From the Interact results grid, you can drill down to learn more details about the matching
results, like Computer Name.
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Figure 16: Drill Down
Finally, you can deploy appropriate actions to the targeted endpoints.
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Figure 17: Deploy Action
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Working with Data Sources
A Data Source is a configuration that specifies a Question to track with Trends. A Trends
Question can poll only one Sensor. It can be a single column Sensor, a multicolumn
Sensor, or a parameterized Sensor, but the Question can ask for results from only one
Sensor. The Question is saved to the Tanium Console and is issued approximately
every five hours in an attempt to get responses from machines that might be offline
sometimes during a one day period but online at one of the times the Saved Question is
issued.

Create a Data Source
When you create a Data Source configuration, Trends:
l

l

Creates a Saved Question and immediately issues it to Tanium Clients.
The Saved Question is named after the Data Source configuration name. The
workbench prepends the string Trends. For example, if the Data Source configuration
name is Chassis Type, the name of the Saved Question object created is named
Trends Chassis Type. This convention enables you to filter Trends objects in the
Saved Questions table and Question History table.
Creates a Tanium Connect connection configuration and runs it.
The configuration object created is named after the Data Source configuration name
with the string Trends prepended. The Connect destination is the Elasticsearch data
store. Connect first runs this connection immediately. The connection runs for 10
minutes to accumulate results and then sends the results to Elasticsearch.
Subsequently, the connection is run according to its schedule.

Before you begin
l

The user that creates the Data Source is the "owner" of the Saved Questions and
Connect connections that are created.
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Create a Data Source
1. From the Trends home page, click New Data Source.
2. Specify a configuration name and description.

3. In the Select Data section, use the Question Builder to configure the Saved Question
settings.
4. Click Create.
The configuration is added to the Data Source configuration table.
It may take up to 10 minutes for the Saved Question and Connection to be created and the
Data Source to be available in the Panel configuration.

Edit a Data Source
You can edit only the name and description of a Data Source configuration object. To keep
data in Trend Boards from becoming askew, you must create a new Data Source
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configuration if you want to modify the Saved Question.
If you change the name of a Data Source, there is a disconnect with any Panels that are
configured to use the Data Source with the previous name.
To edit a Data Source configuration, select it in the configuration table and click Edit.

Disable a Data Source
If you disable a Data Source, the associated Saved Question continues to be issued every
five hours, but the associated Connect job is stopped. The Data Source is still available to
be selected in the Panel configuration, but data collection is paused, and the counts
reported in the Panels are zero on days no data was collected.
To disable a Data Source, select it in the configuration table and click Disable.

Delete a Data Source
If you delete a Data Source configuration, previously collected data for it is deleted from
the Elasticsearch data store, and visualizations in Panels that are configured to use the
Data Source appear empty.
To delete a Data Source, select it in the configuration table and click the delete icon
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Creating Trend Boards and Panels
You are not limited to the Trend Boards and Panels included with the imported Gallery. You
can create your own.

Create a Trend Board
1. From the Trends home page, click New Trend Board and then select New Trend
Board.

2. Enter a name and description.

3. Click Create.
4. Confirm that you want to create a new Trend Board.
After you have saved the configuration, you can make changes as described in Modify
Trend Board settings on page 27.

Add Panels
You can add one or more Panels to a Trend Board.
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Before you begin
l

Create Data Sources. It takes a little more than 10 minutes for Fields in a newly
created Data Source configuration to be available to be selected in the Panel
configuration.

Add a Panel
1. Open the Trend Board and click Add Panel.
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2. Use the Create Panel page to specify the following settings:

Name

Specify a configuration name.

Description

Type a description to inform other administrators about the purpose of the
configuration.

Data Sources

Select the Data Source configuration.

Field

Select the Field to be displayed.
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Default
Visualization

Select a chart type. You can make changes and configure additional options
later.

3. Click New Panel to save the configuration.
After you have saved the configuration, you can make changes as described in Modify Panel
settings on page 33.
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Importing/exporting Boards and Panels
You can export the Trend Boards and Panels configuration to a JSON file. The JSON file
can be edited, and it can be imported into Trends, just like a Gallery configuration.

Export the Trends configuration
1. From the Trends home page, click the gear icon

in the upper right.

2. Under Export Boards and Panels, click Export.

3. In the Trend Boards Available to Export selection box, browse and select Trend
Boards and Panels to export. If you select none, all are exported by default. If you
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select one or more, only your selections are exported.
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4. Click Preview to display the Confirm Export dialog box.

5. Review the content and click Export.
The export file is downloaded to your local computer.

Export a single Board
1. From the Trend Boards and Panels page, hover over the tile for the Trend Board you
want to export to show the controls, and then click the export icon
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2. In the Export Trend Board selection box, browse and select Panels to export. If you
select none, all are exported by default. If you select one or more, only your
selections are exported.
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3. Click Preview Selected to display the Confirm Export dialog box.

4. Review the content and click Export.

Import from a file
1. Click the navigation menu icon
page.
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2. Click New Trend Board and then select Import from File.

3. In the Trend Boards Available to Import selection box, browse and select Trend
Boards and Panels to import. If you select none, all are imported by default. If you
select one or more, only your selections are imported.
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4. Click Preview Import to display the Confirm Import dialog box.

5. Click Import.
6. Review the results of the import operation.

7. Click OK to dismiss the dialog box.
Note: Trends automatically resolves conflicts in the configuration namespace if you
import the Gallery multiple times, or import a JSON file that has a Trends object with
the same name as an existing object:
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l

l

l

l

l

Trend Board—Trends does not overwrite the existing object. Instead, it imports
a duplicate copy of the Board and appends a timestamp to the Board name.
Panel—The Panel configuration is a child of the Board configuration. A
duplicate Board and Panel are created.
Data Source—The Data Source configuration is a child of the Panel
configuration. However, a duplicate is not created. The same Data Source is
used for any Panels that reference it.
Saved Question—Nothing is imported. The information displayed in the
Confirm Import dialog box is informational only.
Sensor—Nothing is imported. The information displayed in the Confirm Import
dialog box is informational only. However, if an underlying Sensor is not found,
any Panel and Data Source that depend on it are not imported.
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Publishing Trend Boards
You can publish a Trend Board to a standalone HTML file that can be distributed to
stakeholders. Published files are written to the <TMS>\services\trendsservice\public\boards (Windows) directory. Files are named according to the
Trend Board ID. For example, the initial gallery creates Boards with IDs 1 through 5. The
exported files are named 1.html through 5.html.
With Connect 4.1.2 and later, a published Trend Board can be updated automatically
whenever a Connect run is completed and adds a data point to a Trends Panel contained in
the Board. You can use per Board publication settings to enable/disable automatic
updates.
Trend Board publication settings are hidden by default.

Show publication settings
1. From the Trends home page, click the gear icon

in the upper right.

2. Under General Settings, select Show Publication Settings link.

3. Click Save.
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Publish a Trend Board once
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to publish.
2. In the upper right corner, click Publication Settings.
3. Click Publish Board Now.

4. Click Apply or Cancel to exit.
It takes a minute or two for the published board to be rendered and written to the file
system.
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Enable automatic updates
1. From the Trends home page, click the name of the Trend Board you want to publish.
2. In the upper right corner, click Publication Settings.

3. Select an option for updates:
l Don't Publish—Do not update after a Connect run.
l

Publish—Update the publication after a Connect run is completed for any Panel
included in the Board.

4. Click Apply.
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Troubleshooting
If you encounter unexpected behavior, there are a few basic troubleshooting steps. You can
also contact your Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM).

Basic tips
If data is not collected and populated in Trend Boards and Panels as expected:
l

l
l

Go to Administration > Question History and review the log of Trends Saved
Questions.
Go to Connect and check the status of the connections configured for Trends.
On the Module Server host computer, open a browser to the Elasticsearch data store
location (http://127.0.0.1:9200). If it is up, a JSON showing build details is loaded.

Version and disk usage details
From the Trends home page, click the info icon
information appears under About.
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Figure 18: Version details

Logs
Module

Log Files

Trends

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\trendsservice\logs\Trends.log

Connect

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\logs\connections

Databases
Module

Special Database

Trends Data

Data collected by Trends data source connections is stored in Elasticsearch.

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\elasticsearch
Trends
configuration

Trends-related configuration information is stored in an SQLite database.

Connect

Connection information is stored in the Connect database.

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\trendsservice\trends.db

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\config\connect.db
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Download logs
If you encounter issues you want to troubleshoot with the assistance of Tanium support,
you can create a package of logs and configuration files that can be used to diagnose
unexpected behavior.
To download logs:
1. From the Trends home page, click the gear icon

in the upper right.

2. On the Support tab, under Download Logs, click Download.

The log file is downloaded to your local computer.

Update the JRE
Trends depends on Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE) software. Trends uses the Server
JRE (in contrast to the Tanium Comply endpoint deployment, which distributes, as
appropriate, either the standard JRE or the Server JRE to endpoints). You are prompted to
upload the latest Server JRE package file when you first import Trends. Oracle periodically
releases updates to JRE software.
To update the Server JRE package used by Trends:
1. Download the Windows Server x64 JRE file from Oracle and copy it to a location you
can access from your web browser when you use the Tanium Console.
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2. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role and navigate to
the Trends home page.
3. Click the gear icon

in the upper right.

4. On the Support tab, under Upload New JRE, click Select File.
5. Select the Server JRE package file.

Trends uploads the new JRE package, updates the JRE path, and restarts the Trends and
Elasticsearch services.

Uninstall Trends
The basic Trends module uninstallation is designed so that the data you have collected is
restored if you later decide to reinstall Trends. In some cases, you might want to start
"clean" and not restore the data. To do this, you must manually uninstall some files.
IMPORTANT: Consult with your TAM before you uninstall or reinstall Trends.

What happens when you run the uninstall?
When you run the uninstallation procedure, the Tanium Console removes:
l

Trends workbench

l

Trends-related configuration objects (Trend Boards, Panels, and Data Sources)
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l

Trends service

l

Elasticsearch service

To support data restoration, the uninstallation procedure does not remove:
l

l

Trends configuration database at \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\tmp\trends.db.bak
Elasticsearch data at \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\elasticsearch

l

JDK at \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\

l

Trends Saved Questions (which continue to be reissued)

l

Trends connections in Connect (which remain active)

Uninstall Trends so data is restored on reinstall
1. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
2. Click the navigation menu icon and then select Tanium Solutions.
3. Under Trends, click Uninstall.
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4. Review the summary and click Proceed with Uninstall.

5. When prompted to confirm, enter your password.
If you later import the Trends solution, the previous data and data source configurations
are restored.
Note: In an Active-Active deployment, the Trends workbench and Trends menu
remain on the cluster member on which the uninstallation was not run. The Trends
workbench must be manually removed from that instance. Contact your TAM for
assistance.

Uninstall Trends so you start fresh when you reinstall
1. Do an uninstallation as described in the previous section.
2. Manually delete the following:
l Trends configuration database at \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\temp\trends.db.bak
l

Elasticsearch data at \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\elasticsearch

l

JDK at \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\

l

Trends Saved Questions

l

Trends connections in Connect

If you later import the Trends solution and Trends Gallery, new objects are created.
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